
Disclosing The Struggle To A Straight friend 

Why disclosure is important; What is neededfi·om a srraigh,frier.d; 

How to tell him. 

By Joseph Nicolosi, Ph.D. 

�lost same-sex attracted (SSA) men report an unease in the com
pany of other males that traces back to early childhood. 
Research confirms this observation-showing a significant cor
relation between difficulty with male peer relationships during 
boyhood, and later homosexual orientation. 

SSA clients characteristically describe themselves as feeling 
frustrated and rejected in boyhood because they felt weak, un-
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masculine, and unacceplab.e.. a:id 
of their male peers· �ti\itics. 

In adulthood, the cliem·s •.-bric• s=,;, 
- � men is painful

ly distorted because ofbis--"'--L-.---._ ..... ':!l.: normal assertive 
drive to relate to males as a = c:n. - and the anticipa-
tion of shame for bein6 � -- mougli ... He seeks, yet 
fears, a man who will kr� - _ �·. be remains chron-







ers that straight men have their own doubts and insecurities. 

These revelations are valuable in facilitating his identification 

with them. 

Indeed, there are some observable differences between gay-iden

tified and straight men. Clients who are in one psychotherapy 

group with homosexual men and another group with straight 

men, will observe and report the differences. Straight men banter 

at each other with an overt, direct verbal tussling, lacking hidden 

innuendo. There is more intem1ption, more blunt disagreement, 

more friendly "insults," with a generally challenging exchange. 

Homosexually-oriented men, on the other hand, engage in more 

indirect exchanges, are easily hurt by any suggestion of criticism, 

and are quick to misinterpret others' comments as motivated by 

an intent to harm. 

Eliciting From Within 

The client's salient male friends do not give him their masculin

ity, but offer him the emotional support that will elicit the same

sex-attracted man's own, un-actualized masculinity from within. 

As in the philosophy of education, we do not understand the 

teacher to "pour algebra into the brain" of the child; rather, the 

teacher "elicits the algebra already existing within" the child's 

own latent potentialities. Thus, it is vital for the SSA strnggler to 

find salient friends - such as mature men from within his own 

faith community-who will offer him concern, support, encour

agement and healing. 




